Abstract. In this paper an application of evolutionary algorithm to design minimal phase digital filters with non-standard amplitude characteristics and with finite bit word length is presented. Four digital filters with infinite impulse response were designed using the proposed method. These digital filters possess: linearly falling characteristics, linearly growing characteristics, nonlinearly falling characteristics, and nonlinearly growing characteristics, and they are designed using bit words with an assumed length. This bit word length is connected with a processing register size. This register size depends on hardware possibilities where digital filter is to be implemented. In this paper, a modification of the mutation operator is introduced too. Due to this modification, better results were obtained in relation to the results obtained using the evolutionary algorithm with other mutation operators. The digital filters designed using the proposed method can be directly implemented in the hardware (DSP system) without any additional modifications.
Introduction
Digital signal filtering is a very important problem, which is very often used in practical applications. Among digital filters, we can mention filters with finite impulse response (FIR) and filters with infinite impulse response (IIR) [1] . Filters IIR are very effective and require considerably less number of multiplication, than FIR digital filters. The multiplication in digital filters is required to compute value of single sample of processed signal with assure the assumed frequency characteristics. Therefore, from the hardware point of view, the IIR filters can be very fast and permit the signal processing in real time [1, 2] .
The main goals during digital filters design are assurance of filter stability and fulfilment of design assumptions connected with the shape of amplitude characteristics. In order to obtain assumed characteristics we can use one of existing approximations such as: Butterworth, Chebyshev or Cauer during the design process. But, the problem is complicated in the case, when designed filter should have a non-standard amplitude characteristics [2] . The non-standard amplitude characteristics are widely used in different kind of amplitude equalizers. Therefore, in this case, the standard approximations are useless and we must use one of the continuous optimization techniques (in the case of a design of digital filters without bit word length constraint) or one of discrete optimization techniques (in the case of design of digital filters with finite bit word length). Additionally, the function describing the problem of digital filters design is a multi-modal function [3] . Therefore, we must use one of the global optimization techniques. Among global optimization techniques we can mention: differential evolution algorithms [4, 5] , particle swarm optimization algorithms [6] , artificial bees colony optimization algorithms [7] , continuous ant colony algorithm [8, 9] , ant colony optimization algorithm [10] , evolution strategy algorithms [11] , cultural algorithms [12] or evolutionary algorithms [13] [14] [15] . Evolutionary algorithms are one of the most popular techniques of global optimization. Due to mutation and crossover operators, the evolutionary algorithms can escape from local extremes. Additionally, the evolutionary algorithms are very universal tools, which can be used in both kinds of optimization: in continuous optimization and in discrete optimization.
Also, during digital filter designing which will be implemented in the hardware, we must remember about physical constraints of the hardware. These constraints are based on finite length of processing registers, and the finite length of bit word representing the filter coefficients [16, 17] . Therefore, during digital filters design we must tend to create the digital filter resistive to rounding errors. Especially, it is important during design of IIR digital filters, because these filters are very sensitive to variation of values of filter coefficients [1] . Also, during IIR digital filters design, it is important to design the minimal phase digital filters. Minimal phase digital filters have two main advantages: reduced filter length and minimal group delay. Minimal phase digital filters generally require fewer computations and less memory than linear phase filters [18, 19] . Of course for design of minimal phase IIR digital filters with arbitrary amplitude characteristics we can use a Yule Walker method [20, 21] . This method designs recursive IIR digital filters using a least-squares fit to a specified A. Słowik frequency response [20, 21] . But the problem is complicated when we want to use a designed filter in programmable fixed-point DSP processors that are used for real-world applications. Then the filter coefficients obtained using Yule Walker algorithm must be scaled to the range [−1; 1], and next these coefficients must be quantized to the fixed-point numbers. In real world applications the 16-bit fixed-point (Q.15) format is commonly used in most 16-bit fixed-point DSP processors, such as the TMS320C5000 [22, 23] . Q.15 format represents numbers in the range of −1 to 1 − 2 −15 using a sign bit and 15 fractional bits with 2's complement format [24] . When the coefficients (for IIR digital filter) obtained using Yule Walker algorithm will be transformed to the Q. 15 format, and applied in DSP processor, the shape of amplitude characteristics of designed filter probably will be changed, because IIR filters are very sensitive to variation of values of filter coefficients [1] . In the worst case, after quantization process, the digital filter designed using Yule Walker algorithm will be not fulfill design requirements after its implementation in DSP system.
Also, in literature, we can find review of genetic algorithms, which are used in design of digital filters with finite bit word length [25] . Also, in literature we can find the papers where genetics algorithms are used to design IIR digital filters with minimal phase (for example [26] ). But, it is hard to find the papers, where the design problem of minimal phase digital filters with finite bit word length and non-standard amplitude characteristics is described.
In this paper, the evolutionary method of design of minimal phase IIR digital filters with non-standard amplitude characteristics and with finite bit word length is presented. Of course, the proposed method can be used in design of FIR digital filter after some small modifications. In this paper, the modification of mutation operator is introduced too. Due to this modification, we can obtain better algorithm convergence to better results. As a test of proposed method, the four 16-bit minimal phase IIR digital filters with amplitude characteristics: linearly growing, and linearly falling, and non-linearly growing, and non-linearly falling were designed using proposed approach. The method described in this paper is named EA-MP-FWL-FD (Evolutionary Algorithm -Minimal Phase -Finite Word Length -Filter Design). The main advantage of proposed method is that after design process, the designed filter can be implemented in the DSP processor without any additional changes. The application of scaling or quantization of digital filter coefficient are not needed, because the filter coefficients are in one of fixed-point formats (in this paper, the Q.15 format is considered). Therefore after implementation of designed filter in the hardware (DSP processor), the properties of this filter are not changed.
IIR digital filters
The transmittance of IIR filters in z domain can be described using following equation:
The main goal of the design algorithm of digital filters is to find a such a set of filter coefficients a i , b i (i ∈ [1; n], where n is a filter order) in order to designed filter will be stable, minimal phase filter, and fulfill all design assumptions. However, if we want to obtain a digital filter, which will be resistive on rounding errors, the filter coefficients must take exactly determined values dependent on number of bits used in representation of each filter coefficient. In the case, when the number of bits which are used to represent the filter coefficient is equal to nb, then the M=nb-1 bits are allowable to realization of a value of the filter coefficient (one bit is taken as a sign bit). Therefore, the digital filter coefficients can take the values from the following domain D (in fixed-point format Q.M):
In the 2's complement fractional representation, an nb bit binary word can represent 2 nb equally space numbers from (2)). The binary word BW which consists of nb bits (bw i ):
we interpret as a fractional number x:
Of course if we use a fractional number in Q.M format, the value of coefficient a 0 will be not equal to 1 (see Eq. (1)), but a 0 will be equal to 1 − 2 −M . In order to assure, the stability of digital filters, the poles of the function (1) must be placed in unitary circle in the z plane. Of course, in order to assure, that designed filter will be minimal phase digital filter, the zeros of the function (1) must be placed also in unitary circle in the z plane.
Proposed method EA-MP-FWL-FD
The proposed method EA-MP-FWL-FD consists of eight steps.
In the first step, create the set D (see Eq. (3)) consisting of 2 nb values is created. For each value from the set D the index value is assigned. The first value from set D possesses index number 1, the last value from the same set is represented by index 2 nb . Next, the population Pop is randomly created. The population Pop consists of PopSize individuals. Each individual in population consists of 2 · n + 1 genes (n is represents the filter order). Each gene takes one integer value form the range [1; 2 nb ]. The value written down in each gene, points to the adequate filter coefficient from the set D.
In the second step, an evaluation of all individuals using objective function FC is performed (objective function FC is described in the fourth section of this paper). Presented evolutionary algorithm tends to minimize the objective function FC.
Application of evolutionary algorithm to design minimal phase digital filters with non-standard amplitude characteristics...
In the third step, the best individual (having the lowest value of objective function FC) is selected from current population Pop. In the case, first algorithm iteration, selected the best individual is remembered in the variable TheBest. During other algorithm iterations, selected the best individual is remembered as the TheBest, if and only if the value of its objective function FC is lower than the value of the objective function for individual actually stored in the variable TheBest.
In the fourth step, a selection of individuals to the new population is performed. The tournament selection [13, 14] with the size of tournament group equal to 2 is chosen as a selection operator in the proposed algorithm.
In the fifth step, the best individual is selected from current population Pop. In the case, when the value of the objective function FC for selected individual is higher than the value of the objective function FC for individual stored in the variable TheBest, then the individual TheBest is inserted in the place of the best individual in current population Pop. Otherwise, a any changes are not applied.
In the sixth step, a cross-over of individuals in the population Pop is performed. A single one point cross-over [13, 14] is chosen as a cross-over operator. The single cross-over operator, depends on choosing (with probability PC) a pair of individuals form the population Pop. Next, the cutting point is randomly chosen for each pair of individuals. After individual cutting, the cut fragments of parental individuals are exchanged between them. Due to this exchange, the two child individuals are created. The two new individuals (child individuals) are inserted into the place of their parental individuals in the population Pop.
In the seventh step, a mutation of individuals is performed. The mutation operator is executed with probability PM for each gene in each individual in the population Pop. If i-th gene from j-th individuals is selected to the mutation, then its new value is determined as follows:
where N G i,j is a new value of i-th gene in j-th individuals in population Pop, G i,j is a current value of i-th gene in j-th individual, r is a random value from the range [0; 1), A is an integer value from the range [1, 2 M ], and it is computed as follows:
where A init is an integer value from the range [1, 2 M ], G max is maximal number of algorithm iteration, Iter is a number of current iteration.
The proposed mutation operator (see Eq. (4) and Eq. (5)) considerably improved the quality of obtained results in relation to the results obtained using simple mutation operator [13, 14] , and mutation presented in paper [27] . The simple mutation operator depends on choosing of new value of genes from the whole accessible range of variability [1; 2 nb ]. The operator presented in paper [27] depends on choosing of new value of genes by adding 1 or subtracting 1 from the value of genes chosen to mutation. The mutation operator presented in this paper is more adaptive. At the start of the algorithm it searches solution space more globally, and at the finish of the algorithm it searches solution space more locally. If after mutation a new value N G i,j of i-th gene in j-th individual in population Pop is equal to negative number or zero number then value 1 is assigned to given gene. In the case, if after mutation the value of N G i,j is higher than 2 nb then value 2 nb is assigned to this gene. In the eight step, algorithm termination criteria are checked. Reaching of maximal number of algorithm iteration G max or reaching of solution having the value of the objective function FC equal to 0 are assumed as a termination conditions in proposed algorithm. If algorithm termination criteria are fulfilled, then the algorithm is stopped and the result stored in TheBest individual is returned as a solution of a given problem. But, if the algorithm termination criteria are not fulfilled, then jumping to the second step of the proposed algorithm is performed.
Objective function FC
In order to obtain the value of objective function FC for i-th individual in the population, firstly the amplitude characteristics H(f ) i which coefficients are stored in the i-th individual is computed. The amplitude characteristics is computed using R values of normalized frequency f ∈ [0; 1] (where 1 represents the Nyquist frequency; in proposed method normalized frequency is divided into R points). Also, the poles and zeros of transmittance function (see Eq. 
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where w is a value of penalty factor (during experiments
Description of experiments
The four sixteen bit digital filters with non-standard amplitude characteristics were designed in order to test of quality of the proposed method. We have assumed following ampli- In the four designed filters, we have assumed, that the values of maximal admissible deviations of amplitude characteristics for any value of normalized frequency do not exceed values ±0.
In the designed digital filters, the assumed constraints are presented graphically (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) for better understanding.
Additionally, we have assumed, that normalized frequency was divided into 128 points (R = 128), and that 10-th order IIR digital filters are designed (n = 10). Also, we have assumed, that digital filters will be realized using 16 bits word (nb = 16) in Q.15 fractional format. The remaining parameters of evolutionary algorithm are as follows: number of individuals in population PopSize = 100, the initial value for proposed mutation operator A init = 1000, maximal value of evolutionary algorithm generations G max = 3000, the probability of cross-over PC = 0.7, the probability of mutation P M = 1/(2 · n + 1). Application of evolutionary algorithm to design minimal phase digital filters with non-standard amplitude characteristics... The computations were 20-fold repeated. The best solutions obtained using proposed method for four designed filters are as follows: The values in these solutions represent the index of the filter coefficient from the set D. The set D contains all allowable coefficient values for given bit word length (in this case it is assumed that the coefficients are in Q.15 fractional format). Based on transmittance function and property of Q.M format (in this case M is equal to 15), we assumed that the value of a 0 coefficient is equal to 1 − 2 −M , therefore the value of this coefficient is not coded in the solutions. The values of coefficients are coded (in the solutions) as follows: b n , a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n−1 , a n } The value "−0" represents the case when very small negative value (near to zero) has been rounded to zero.
In Figs. 3-6 , the amplitude characteristics and the phase characteristics are presented for the best results (the best designed digital filters obtained using proposed method).
A. Słowik Application of evolutionary algorithm to design minimal phase digital filters with non-standard amplitude characteristics... The shape of the phase characteristics was not optimized using proposed method. We have only guarantee that designed digital filters will be minimal phase filters (all zeros of transmittance function (1) must be located inside unitary circle in the z plane). From Figs. 3-6 , we can see that in all designed filters, the phase difference is not higher than one degree.
In Figs. 7-10, the amplitude characteristics deviation for particular values of normalized frequency and for particular digital filters are presented for better illustration of obtained results. Also in Figs. 7-10, the locations of the poles and the zeros of designed filters are shown. In these figures, the poles are marked as a crossbar, and the zeros are marked as circle.
It can be seen from Figs. 7-10, that for each value of normalized frequency, the deviations of amplitude characteristics value are in the range ±0.5 [dB]. Therefore, designed filters fulfill design assumptions. Also, we can see, that all designed filters are stable (the all poles of transmittance function are located inside unitary circle in z plane) and filters are minimal phase (the all zeros of transmittance function are located inside unitary circle in the z plane). Also, it is worth to say, that after implementation of these filters in DSP system, the properties of designed filter will not changed. Application of evolutionary algorithm to design minimal phase digital filters with non-standard amplitude characteristics... In Table 1 , the some statistics information about proposed method EA-MP-FWL-FD and evolutionary algorithm (EA) with simple mutation operator are presented. The symbols are as follows: Success is the number of designed digital filters which fulfill all design assumptions (objective function F C equal to 0) after 20-fold repetition of each algorithm, Average is an average value of the best values of objective function from 20-repetition of the each algorithm, StdDev is a standard deviation value of obtained results, LF is a linearly falling amplitude characteristics, LG is a linearly growing characteristics, N F is a non-linearly falling characteristics, and N G is non-linearly growing characteristics.
It can be seen from Table 1 , that EA-MF-FWL-FD algorithm gives better results than EA algorithm with simple mutation, and EA algorithm with mutation presented in paper [27] . From Table 1 , we can see that 37 digital filters were designed using proposed method in 80-fold repetitions of the algorithm (20-fold repetition for each amplitude characteristics).
In the second experiment we compare results obtained using proposed method with results obtained using Yule Walker [20, 21] method. The minimal phase IIR digital filters with arbitrary amplitude characteristics can be designed using Yule Walker (YW) algorithm. But this algorithm not generate the coefficient which are ready to use in DSP system (coefficient in for example Q.15 format). Therefore, the coefficient obtained using YW method firstly must be scaled to the range [−1; 1], and then must be quantized to Q.15 format. This intervention is not necessary if we use method proposed in this paper. In the table 2, the value of objective function FC for digital filters designed using: Yule Walker algorithm (YW), Yule Walker algorithm with scaled and quantized filter coefficients (QYW), and proposed EA-MF-FWL-FD method are presented. The designed digital filters fulfill all design assumptions, when the value of objective function F C is equal to 0. The results presented for EA-MF-FWL-FD method are the best results obtained using 10-fold repetition of EA-MF-FWL-FD algorithm. In Table 2 , LF is a linearly falling amplitude characteristics, LG is a linearly growing characteristics, N F is a non-linearly falling characteristics, and N G is nonlinearly growing characteristics.
From Table 2 , it can be seen, that the result obtained using proposed method are better than results obtained Yule Walker method and much better than results obtained using Yule Walker method with scaling and quantization. If we want to implement a designed filter into hardware, then the results (digital filters) obtained using EA-MF-FWL-FD method will be not changed, but digital filters designed using Yule Walker method will be changed (compare the results obtained using Yule Walker algorithm with the results obtained using Yule Walker algorithm with quantization).
In the third experiments we have compare the computational time of EA-MF-FWL-FD method and Yule Walker method. The computational time for design of any digital fil-A. Słowik ter (from first experiment) using Yule Walker method is approximately equal to 0.02 [s] . In the case of EA-MF-FWL-FD method, the computational time for one generation of the algorithm is approximately equal to 0.071 [s] (when population size is equal to 100). Therefore to design the filters from first experiments we need: -186.375 seconds, for linearly falling amplitude characteristics, -161.88 seconds, for linearly growing amplitude characteristics, -138.521 seconds, for nonlinearly falling amplitude characteristics, -167.134 seconds, for nonlinearly growing amplitude characteristics.
It can be seen, that the Yule Walker method is much faster than EA-MF-FWL-FD method. But only using proposed method, we can design digital filter which properties will not be changed after hardware implementation.
Conclusions
In this paper, the evolutionary method used to design minimal phase digital filters with non-standard amplitude characteristics and with finite bit word length is presented. In the paper, four digital filters were designed using proposed method. The designed filters are stable, minimal phase, and fulfill all design assumptions. In this paper, also adaptive mutation operator adapted to the considered problem is introduced. The results obtained using evolutionary algorithm with proposed mutation are better than results obtained using evolutionary algorithm with simple mutation and mutation presented in paper [27] . Also, the proposed method has been compared with Yule Walker method. The EA-MF-FWL-FD method is much slower than Yule Walker method. The main advantage of proposed method is that designed digital filters can be directly implemented in DSP systems without change of its properties. Also, we would like to noticed, that digital filters with coefficients in different arithmetic format (depend on DSP system) can be easily designed using proposed method, and always these filters are ready to be directly implemented into the hardware (without change of its properties). In conclusion, it is worth to say, that after small modifications, the proposed method can be used to design FIR digital filters.
